CAP Write Well Workshop Series
All workshops start at 12:05 pm in EAD 291

August 30th: Purpose & Focus
Allow me to reintroduce myself: I’m a well-written introductory paragraph that you learned how to write in high school (maybe) but have since forgotten. This workshop will help you establish a focused paper within the introduction and strengthen your thesis statement, topic sentences, and conclusion. Is there anything this workshop can’t do? Well, it can’t actually write your paper, but it can certainly help.

September 20th: APA Style
Writing is hard enough, and now your professor expects you to credit others? Well, okay, that’s fair. In this presentation, give your paper some (APA) style, as we discuss proper in-text citations along with the list of references. We will also devote time to other APA formatting concerns, such as the cover page and running head.

October 25th: Content & Research
Is your blinking cursor taunting you? Do you often feel like you sit down to write and the words leave the room? Help is here. This workshop will discuss generating content for your writing project, from research strategies to modes of inquiry that will make your writing more nuanced and engaging. We'll also provide suggestions for avoiding obvious, broad arguments that talk a lot but say very little.

November 15th: Personal & Professional
Sometimes you show up to an event where the dress code is business casual, and you realize that you lean heavily on the casual side of that code. Your personal writing doesn’t have to suffer the same embarrassment as your social life. This workshop will discuss how to write professionally when using personal anecdotes, and when and how such personal examples are appropriate in professional writing. Dress code for this workshop is casual.